
 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 6 May 2022 

Year 7 

Miss Cave would like to appreciate James H for always being polite and helpful; Adeloa T for showing integrity, 

being kind and helping during Tuesday's French lesson. 

Miss Cave would like to appreciate Mia E, Thomas L and Faye A for focus and determination during DEAR; Bethany 

E for 100% of our core values every DEAR lesson; Sofia M for always being kind and polite; Barbara S for always 

being kind and helpful; Lucas J for determination and always being polite; Remy B and Joel M for determination in 

TT Rockstars; Georgie H for showing the value of determination; Olivia B for showing determination and integrity; 

Olivia D for always demonstrating our three core values; Sara N for showing integrity and determination in TT 

Rockstars; Xander S for always being respectfull; Jonathon H for always being kind and respectful; Lacey S for 

displaying determination and resilience. 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Aidan A for asking some fantastic scientific questions; Oliver H for sharing his 

extensive knowledge about dinosaurs; Emily R for fantastic use of scientific terminology; Leila D for always working 

to the best of her ability in Science; Deacon J for sharing some brilliant knowledge about reptiles and amphibians. 

Miss Gardner would like to appreciate My entire Year 7 M for making such a fantastic start to the term. Working 

hard, staying focused and getting things right! 

Miss Harrison would like to appreciate Jessie C for showing consistent determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. 

Miss Imre would like to appreciate Harvey T for always working incredibly hard in science. 

Miss Nelson would like to appreciate Beren Y, Sofia M, Nicolas K, Lola D, Olivia M and Georgie H for showing the 

value of determination by completing the 6 week Lexonik intervention course and giving 100% effort. Well done; 

James H for showing the values of integrity and respect by assisting with breakfast club and always being polite and 

well mannered. Well done; James M for showing the values of integrity and respect by assisting with lego club and 

always being polite and well mannered. Well done! 

Mr Anderton would like to appreciate Matthew T, Bethany E, Lucas F, Mazigh G, Ella-Rose L, Maisie M, Marcello 

S, Alan B, Sofia M and Lucas J for focus and determination with all equipment during morning meeting. 

Mr Kaushal would like to appreciate James H and Yvonne N for determination learning in the big teach; Sami B and 

Bobby D for integrity in the big teach; Charlie M, Jo E, Jessie C, Nicolas K and Mostafa I for respectful conduct in 

the big teach. 

Mr Prescott would like to appreciate Larua Z for always demonstrating respect in English; Alice G for demonstrating 

genuine compassion and kindness towards your classmates; James M for working hard and coming up with some 

great ideas in English. 

Mr Waters would like to appreciate Faith S for show all three core values in Science, keep it up Faith; Leyton T for 

show all three core values in Science, massive improvements this week, keep it up Layton. 

Ms Zeqaj would like to appreciate Sami B and Joe E for providing an amazing response to really challenging 

question; Aimee K for applying existing knowledge to a new concept; Keira P for always demonstrating our core 

values and always engaging in her learning; Riley F for continuing to show determination and improving his 

application to written work; Liam P for always demonstrating our core values and always giving 100% effort to his 

learning; Teniola T for her amazing, perceptive and simply brilliant ideas, work and attitude to learning, in English. 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 6 May 2022 

Year 8 

Miss Cave would like to appreciate Lacey May T for focus and determination during DEAR; Grace P for always 

showing determination during Lexonik Advanced; Clayton D, Libby L, Ruby B, Taqua A, Princess A, Marc J, John M, 

Lucy C, Milly L, Jack B and Sean C for always showing determination during Lexonik Advanced; Dami A and Lee B 

for 100% of our core values in TT Rockstars; Peter W and Jamie F for showing determination in TT Rockstars; Leah 

P and Lucas S for always being polite and helpful. 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Louis F for always working to the best of his ability in Science; Brandan M for 

sharing his fantastic knowledge about plants and photosynthesis in Science; Amauri C for demonstrating fantastic 

determination in Science, and always offering to share his knowledge;F, Finley F and Joseph W for a fantastic 

attitude towards his Science learning; Nathan C for always being the first ready with his green pen in morning 

meeting; Alex Y for brilliant checking and changing of his morning meeting brain dump sheets, demonstrating 

fantastic determination to improve. 

Miss Gardner would like to appreciate Liene Z for making a huge effort in the lecture theatre during her maths 

lessons and showing a phenomenal level of independent work; Ali B for working hard, staying focused and showing 

great accuracy during the maths big teach; Lucas S for showing fantastic determination to do well during the maths 

big teach! 

Miss Harrison would like to appreciate Mia B for showing integrity and respect by continuing to work hard in 

Spanish; Daniel D and Ben O for always working hard and being determined to succeed in Spanish; Ava C for 

demonstrating her impressive pronunciation in Spanish. 

Miss Nelson would like to appreciate Caitlin H and Caitlin K for showing the value of determination every day in 

morning meeting by always giving 100% effort. Well done; Daniel N for showing the values of intergrity and respect 

by assisting others in lego club and always being polite and well mannered. Well done! 

Mr Kaushal would like to appreciate Lacey-May H for focus and integrity in lesson. 

Mr Prescott would like to appreciate Jess H and Max W for consistently working hard in English; Jake R for 

demonstrating integrity in English. 

Mr Waters would like to appreciate Isabella W, Alfie W, Lucas S and Evie C for demonstrating our 3 core values in 

Science and always giving 100%. 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 6 May 2022 

Year 9 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Stefan P for unyielding focus in Science; Jamie M for always being incredibly 

respectful; Benjamin W for always offering his knowledge and opinions in Science; Charlie-Anne T for always 

contributing to Science lessons; Rhys T for asking incredibly insightful scientific questions. 

Miss Gardner would like to appreciate Ellie D for making some wonderful contributions in her maths lessons; Grey 

E for always showing a fantastic attitude to learning in maths; Vuong N for showing fantastic focus, determination 

and a strong work ethic in his maths lessons; Curtis S for maintaining focus and engaging in all his maths lessons! 

Miss Moore would like to appreciate James W for being incredibly helpful. 

Mr Ollerton would like to appreciate Abbie C for a fabulous attitude and work rate in History; Kyra S for 

demonstrating excellent subject knowledge in History. 

Mr Prescott would like to appreciate Leah R for excellent focus and hard work in English. 

Mr Waters would like to appreciate Vuong N, Goda S and Grey E for demonstrating our 3 core values in Science. 

Ms Zeqaj would like to appreciate Benjamin W, Jorgie F, Keigan C and James W for being one of our 'confident 

volunteers' in the maths lecture. 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 6 May 2022 

Year 10 

Miss Cave would like to appreciate Mikayla K for always being kind and polite. 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Jessica T, Kyle P, Lucy D and Kat D for always being incredibly focused in Science 

lessons; Ellie M for her improving confidence in the quality of her work; Faye J for demonstrating kindness and 

respect. 

Miss Gardner would like to appreciate Mahmoud I for maintaining focus and working hard in the maths big teach; 

James H for working accurately and showing real interest during the maths big teach; Elyse C and Lucy O for being 

a fantastic addition to our class. Working with a fantastic attitude to learning! 

Miss Gregory would like to appreciate Miller R, Kieran C, Kian L, Kate D, Joseph R, Olivia A, Ellie O, McKenzie L, 

Tom M, Lewis L, Michael T and Junchao C for showing great determination in Lexonik intervention. 

Mr Gallagher would like to appreciate Annie B, Mark C and Luke B for always showing integrity and doing the right 

thing. 

Mr Ollerton would like to appreciate Kyle P for an outstanding attitude and work rate in History; Aaron T for 

consistently brilliant work in History. 

Mr Waters would like to appreciate Kian L and Preslav M for demonstrating our 3 core values in Science. 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 6 May 2022 

Year 11 

Miss Gregory would like to appreciate John K, Brodie G and Emma H for showing great determination in 

intervention. 

Mr Kaushal would like to appreciate Josh M for integrity in lesson; Ryan A for determination to secure his learning; 

Lilly-May B and Poppy W for determination to secure her learning. 

Mr Ollerton would like to appreciate Luis C for fabulous determination in History; Sophie H for demonstrating 

excellent knowledge in History. 

Mr Waters would like to appreciate 11 set 2 for demonstrating our 3 core values in Science, specifically 

determination within lessons leading up to the exam period, well done and keep it up. 

Ms Zeqaj would like to appreciate her whole class for showing determination; always meeting expectations (EVERY 

single lesson); making rapid progress - simply being amazing and an absolute joy to teach! 

 


